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QUALITIES RELATED TO SUCCESS IN BASKETBALL

Problem

This thesis concerns the field of physical educa-

tion and is written from the view point of contributing

something that will be of help to those selecting boys

and girls for basketball playing. The subject was

chosen not only because of the author f s interest in

athletics but also because of the opportunity offered

to try out, on a small scale, the use of the physical

capacity tests. Interest was thoroughly aroused during

a measuring program directed by Dr. Frederick Rand Rogers,

dean of health and physical education at Boston Univer-

sity .

Not only was the test program completed, but in

addition, the author made use of the results obtained

from, the tests to attempt to decide qualities that are

related to success in basketball. He looked extensively

for any publications that dealt with qualities of any kini

in athletics and found very little useful material. This

was due, largely, to the fact that those in charge of

sports know that certain qualities are necessary to have

a winning team but they do not know just how far these

qualities extend in building the v/inning team. Which of





the many qualities contributes the most? Is there any-

outstanding quality or combination of qualities neces-

sary? In order to show that there are many qualities

of varying degrees entering into a game of basketball,

the author will segregate them into divisions of import-

ance as they will appear in this study.

No attempt was made to measure the basketball

skills of the individual. This was because the author

endeavored to find out just what bearing, if any, the

qualities of leadership, chance, initiative, perseverance,

cooperation and determination had In the winning and the

losing of basketball games.

These boys were not skilled basketball players.

There was, of course, a difference in the skill of the

individuals but, in the author's opinion, there was not

enough difference to offset the social qualities named

above

.

Because of the fact that the teams were so well

arranged, as far as physical qualities were concerned,

due to the strength tests, I believe that the skills were

equally divided. As Dr. Rogers states, "Good things tend

to go together." Working under that assumption and from

my observation of these boys in action, I am of the

opinion that the skills were equally divided between the

teams and, as I have said before, they made no difference

in the outcome of the final results.





3.

Qualit i es lieces sary for Success

Before attempt in;;, the experiment, it was decided

that there were two types of qualities that must be

dealt with. One was called physical, under which v/as

listed the following: age, height, weight, intelli-

gence, strength endurance, experience of the boy as a

player, the amount of coaching he had had and the element

of chance. This latter quality might well be called any-

thing but physical and yet there is a connection. To

illustrate: One possibly has seen a gome where the two

teams have been so evenly matched that the scores are

held tie until one team shoots the winning goal and for

no other reason than chance this team has won.

The other division, which was called "social,"

included such qualities as initiative, perseverance,

determination, and cooperation. From observation both as

a player and as a coach, these four qualities seemed to

be outstanding for success in the game of basketball.

Selection and Measurement of Subjects

The boys participating in this experiment were

from the ninth grade of the Junior High School in

Newton, Massachusetts. Approximately seventy boys were

riven the physical capacity tests.

Rather than try to get the boys altogether, it was

finally decided that with the help of the physical





director, the boys should be taken as they came to the
1

gymnasium and put through the physical capacity tests.

The testing apparatus was arranged as called for.

Each group to be tested was told the purpose of the test-

ing and given an explanation of what was expected before

any work was started. The boys were anxious and willing

to aid in every respect and the cooperation on their part

v/as very gratifying.

At the beginning one difficulty was encountered in

the matter of equipment. The Junior High Schools of

Newton do not use parallel bars. However, this was over-

come by a make-shift, but satisfactory arrangement of

using a discarded stall bar. Since the boys were not

used to parallel bars and had had no time to practice on

what was rigged up, the strength indices^ were somewhat

lowered from the normal, but the difference in the result

was not apparent.

1. F. R. Rogers' Physical Capacity Tests in the
Administration of Physical Education: Teachers College,
Columbia university, New York City
Number 173 Chapter II Page 4

2. Ibid. Chapter II Page 4
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Organi z at i on of Teams

After the testing and the scores were computed, the

boys were divided, in order to get the most even distri-

bution, into two sections called the Reds and Blues. The

average strength index of the group known as the Reds was

12,148 pounds;^ and that of the Blues was 7,566 pounds.

The average age of the Reds was fifteen years four and one-

half months, and that of the Blues was fourteen years seven

and one-half months.

Each group was then divided into four teams, eight

boys in a team, and given a letter instead of a name. The

teams were formed from the basis of their strength indices,'

so that each team was almost evenly matched. Each c ivision

played a round robin to decide the winner. All of the

boys had had some basketball experience; some of them had

had more than others, but not enough to make this point

obvious. Each player seemed to have on the surface the

same reach, jump, and ability to act. The game is one in

which an individual can make a fair showing without much

practice. And so, with the above conditions being practi-

cally equal, then some characteristic such as cooperation,

initiative, self-control or perseverance must assert

itself in order that one team may be the winner.

3. F. R. Rogers' Physical Capacity Tests in the
Administration of Physical Education; Teachers College,
Columbia University, ^ew York City 1926

Number 173 Chapter VI Page 68
4. Ibid. 173 Chapter VII Page 81





Captains were selected by the boys of each team.

The schedule was drawn up and so arranged that each

division had two teams playing the game the same after

noon and all the games were played after school.

Chart of Red Livision

The following table shows the average strength

index, physical fitness index, weight, height, age

and intelligence quotient.

^

5. F. R . Rogers' Physical Capacity Tests in the
Administration of Physical Education; Teachers College
Columbia University, New York City 1936
Number 173 Chapter VI Page 68
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The author tried to pick the winner before each

game to see just how much could be g ained by experience,

judgment, and a good eye. After the teams had been

chosen and the boys had been a ssembled into their own

groups, one would have been inclined to credit Team W

with the winning of the league. They were a fine look-

ing group of boys having that natural appearance that

some athletes possess over others.

Team W not only appeared outstanding, but it had

the greatest number of experienced players and their

experience was reflected in its appearance on the floor.

In the first game played, Team Y met Team Z,

defeating them 16 to 9. In the first half, Team Z was

leading 7 to 4, having started with a good passing attack

and taking more shots at the basket than their opponents.

Between halves the captain of Team Y gathered his boys

about him and planned the offense and defense for the

second half. It was noticed that Team Z at this time was

obviously not thinking of the forthcoming half. As a

result of the ability of TeamY's captain to think ahead,

his team won the game by a score of 16 to 9. The ability

of Team Y to cooperate, plan and to follow an inspired

leader meant the difference between defeat and a win.

However, Team Z played the game mechanically throughout,

never stopping to take time out to notice just what was

going wrong. They did not have an inspired leader as

did Team Y.
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Team Y's captain weighed 145 pounds, stood five

feet seven inches, and had a physical fitness index of

96. He had played varsity basketball as a back but in

most of the tournament games he played forward, except

when the opposing team began to function and at this time

he would shift to a guard position. Here was a boy who

not only remembered his previous coaching, but vho en-

deavored to impart his teachings to his fellow players,

between halves and his generalship was so inspiring

that he was able to greatly influence his team mates.

In addition to his being an extraordinary leader,

organizer and a good player, he was aggressive and able

to inspire his fellow players at just the right time.

He had emotional stability, being cool, calm and coll ec bed

in his thoughts when the game became tense. His leader-

ship was not the emotional sort, "fight 'em gang" en-

couragement without the necessary self-control; cooly

analyzing the situation and planning every move of

offense and defense. Cooperation was always evident, a

highly important factor in this short tournament.

Potentially, Team X should have been the winner and

possibly had more time to practice, they might have done

better. But they seemed not to have the greatest interest

in the game and they lacked a natural leader such as Team

Y had. I think Team X showed more than aay other team

the lack of confidence. With coaching and practice, I

believe this situation could have been overcome, but the

tournament did not permit the use of coaching and extra

time for oractlce.





Each time Team X played, the boys cave all they had

and apparently enjoyed themselves. However, there was a

lack of initiative, perseverance, confidence and the

ability to adapt themselves to the conditions.

Team Z was the best passing team in t he tournament,

yet, it was unable to do better than third place in the

final standing. The ball handling was very good but not

good enough to score points. Team Z's captain was aggres

sive, but not emotionally stable; he would fight hard and

encourage his teammates to do the same, but fight alone

was not enough* Ke did not have the background of a

thinker and planner, nor was there any other individual

able to provide the necessary balance to make Team Z's

successful passing and ball handling score points.

The outstanding game of the tournament was between

Teams Y and W, with V/ the choice to win.

Team W had three varsity sqad players in their

line-up. At the end of the first half, Team Y was

leading by the score of 8 to 6. During the half, the

captain of Team Y called hi3 boys together to plan their

offense and defense. It was noticed that Team W did

nothing in t he way of planning. Team W gave out the

impression of self-satisfaction. They were possibly rely

ing on their individual efforts to win the game . This

situation was similar to the Y-Z game at half time, Y

planning and Z doing nothing, in the way of preparation

for the forthcoming half

•





During the third period, Y scored ten points against

their opponents' four. The last period found Y playing

a more defensive game, tallying four points to their

opponents' five. This proved to the author that leader-

ship and cooperation backed by initiative, perseverance,

and determination, granting that physical conditions are

equal or as near equal as they were in this test, were

the most valuable characteristics in a winning team.
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The games in the Blue Division were highly con-

tested, although not so perfectly played from the

standpoint of good basketball.

From t he author's viewpoint, Team M at a glance

appears to be superior. However, referring to the

table, you will note that Team M has a physical fit-

ness index of 76.5, and the lowest of any of the teams.

Team H, the team that was victorious, has a physical

fitness index of 100 or 23.5 points better than that of

Team M

.

The deciding games between Teams H and M went into

an overtime period with Team H winning by one point on a

foul shot.

Team H had a good leader and the team as a whole

shot and passed better than their rivals, Team M. Team

M had not only a tall center, but a tall forward and

through the efforts of these two the team was able to

advance to a near-winning position.

The outstanding cause of TeamH's winning was the

superior leadership of their captain, a boy weighing 94

pounds but having a physical fitness index of 108. This

captain had confidence in himself and his players, he

was courageous and had an unbeatable spirit which was an

inspiration to his players. Coupled with this superior

leadership was another individual possessed with a tre-

mendous amount of determination. In addition to this,

he had self-control and that kept him from over-riding





his captain, and influencing his teammates to the

"fight 'em" spirit. These two boys were like co-captains,

both having a fair knowledge of the ~ame and being able

to subordinate themselves to the group. This was

especially so with the latter boy because of his great

amount of energy and enthusiasm. He had a physical

fitness index of 113 as well as his natural leading

ability. In addition to these two players, Team H had

a good passing and shooting combination which brought

forth the greatest spirit of cooperation.

Along with the above-mentioned qualities, there

was one that manifest itself in only one game throughout

the tournament and this was "chance." This quality

showed while Teams H and M were playing. The score at

the end of the game was 8 to 8, calling for an over-

time period. Near the end of the overtime period, a

member of Team M committed a oersonal foul. In this

tense moment, one of the above-mentioned boys further

demonstrated his self-control by successfully shooting

the goal.

Team P, the lowest in t he strength indices and

third in the final standing, lacked a leader who could

think, r^lan or give inspired leadership to his team.

Team L
9 the last in the league standing, lacked

assurance. They did not seem to possess the spirit of

determination as demonstrated by other teams. There-

fore, with physical forces being practically equal but





lacking the necessary qualities that enabled the other

teams in their division to win, they were unable to

overcome any of their opponents and lost every game by

large scores.

As stated earlier, the boys were divided into two

groups according to their strength indices. So well did

this work that the difference between the high and lov;

median v/as only six points for the Red Division and

thirteen points for the Blue Division.

TABLE SHOWING MEDIAN STRENGTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS
INDICES AS WELL AS THE FINAL STANDING OF EACH TEAM

Strength Physical Strength Physical
Winner Index Fit .Index Winner Index Fit . Index

Y 1477.5 97.5 H 949.5 100

W 1483 107.5 M 953 76.5

Z 1477 105 P 946.5 99.5

X 1479 112.5 L 959.5 87.5

Using the foregoing table of the Red Division as

a basis, the .assumption would be that Team X should be

the winner, if the team were to be picked by the strength

index or the physical index alone. Team X has a strength

index of 1479, which is one of the highest, but upon

looking at the physical fitness index, one notes a figure

of 112.5 which is fifteen points greater than the lowest

figure of 97.5 of Team Y, the actual winner.
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The team having the second highest physical fit-

ness index tock second place, third highest physical

fitness index, third place, but the team having the

lowest physical fitness index won first place.

Differences in Playing Abilities

In noting the above standing of the teams in the

Red Division, one will see that TeamsY and X have

approximately the sane strength indices, and yet, Team

Y is in first place and Team Z is in third place.

We can eliminate the effect of coaching because

during this tournament no coaching was carried out by

either the Physical Education Teacher or the author.

Skills, as mentioned previously, may also be omitted.

The outstanding cause of Team Y's first place was

due to the superior leadership of its captain, who was

one of the outstanding olayers of the whole tournament.

This boy was able to subordinate himself to the group,

if necessary, and along with this was the cooperation

of the team. Linked with the above causes was the

determination of the whole group to win.

Lei: us take the case of Team Z, finishing in

third place. The team cooperated as a unit and had one

of the finest passing combinations in the tournament;

however, they lacked a capable leader and time after

time would find them "coasting .
" This was due to the





lack of an outstanding leader as well as to the necessary

perseverance required to complete the task undertaken.

Now to go back to the final standing of the teams

in the Blue Division, we find Team H with a strength

index of 949.5 or third lowest in strength indices, hut

with a physical fitness index of 100, or first in physical

fitness indices. Team PI was the winner of its division.

On the other hand, Team P had the lowest strength index,

946.5, and second highest physical fitness index 99.5,

and finished third in the final standing.
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OUTSTANDING CAUSES RELATED TO SUCCESS II! BASKETBALL

The author may safely say that physical strength

did not play an important part in the winning of this

tournament. As one can readily see from the foregoing

tables, the teams were as evenly matched as possible. The

use of the measurements is far superior to the judgment

and experience of the coach. Therefore, granting the above,

I will try to analyze the qualities called "social" for it

was this group of qualities that enabled a team to van or

lose.

The author will take Team Y as an example because

this was the outstanding team of either division. This

team had the lowest physical fitness index of 97.5, and

should have finished last if one were to choose the winner

according to physical fitness indices.

The outstanding social quality was the leadership of

Team Y's captain. This boy was the outstanding head of any

of the team captains or players. He was like a general on

the court, confident, determined, cool and able to think

ahead and because of these facts his team kept its deter-

mination and fight throughout all the games.

Cooperation ranked second in importance and as pre-

viously stated, these teams were gathered together having

had no time to practice nor time to work out plays in

detail. This meant that a team of five men that had

cooperated was bound to be better than a team that some-

times had one, two or three men who refused to cooperate.

Team Y worked as a unit throughout the tournament.
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Initiative wa3 the next outstanding quality. This

showed itself not on the part of one individual alone but

throughout the whole team for as the author has previously

shown, this tournament was not won and lost "by one indivi-

dual's efforts, although one boy might have helped con-

siderably in his team's winning. On the Thole, Team Y was

able to react to new conditions immediately and always had

some plan for an emergency. The author thinks this quality

was made more evident because of the fact that the boys did

not have a coach to turn to, and therefore, had to rely on

their own initiative.

-L-etermination was evident at all times. Here again

Team Y showed this quality by the determination that its

team was to be the winner in spite of the handicap of

facing teams that appeared on the surface to be superior

to them. The boys were determined to complete their passes

and to shoot accurately. They were careful not to take too

long unnecessary shots and tried, whenever possible, to

work the ball into scoring position. It was noticeable

that this team passed the ball rather than dribble,

using the latter only when necessary.

Perseverance was one of the outstanding qualities

in this tournament. The boys played and fought with a

spirit that meant success if it were at all possible.

The above social qualities placed in the order of

their importance: leadership, cooperation, initiative,

determination, and perseverance, are, the author believes,

the determining factors in the winning of basketball

games

.
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S U M M A R Y

The purpose of this study has been to experiment

with the strength tests advocated by Dr. Frederick Rand

Rogers, and also to discover what part social qualities

have in determining a winning basketball team if the

teams are physically equal.

The opportunity to make this study presented itself

at the Junior High School of Newton, Massachusetts. The

pupils chosen were in the ninth grade. This was not a

hand-picked group, but one that might be found in any

Junior -ftigh School.

The testing program was carried out very carefully

in order to obtain the best possible results.

After the testing results had been completed, the

boys were assigned to teams according to the strength

index.

The matching of the teams was very gratifying

because of the very slight differences in gross strength

indices

.

There were two groups of boys: (1) Those who com-

prised the lower strength indices and (2) those of the

higher strength indices. By this division all boys were

given an even chance for enjoyment of the game. The

games were lively and cleanly played and a spirit of good

sportsmanship was evident throughout the contest.

This tournament presented an excellent opportunity

to study the social qualities: leadership, chance, initia-
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tive, perseverance, cooperation and determination, because

of the fact that this group of boys were playing for the

love of playing.

Lrom observations made in this study, it was found

that after the tear.is were evenly matched, according to

strength records, the social qualities become very important

The outstanding social quality was leadership. A boy who

hss confidence in himself and who receives the confidence

and respect of his teammates is an inspiration to the

team. Leadership is very important because of the deter-

mination and fighting qualities it inspires in the players.

Cooperation of all members of the team was found to

be very essential to success and unless cooperation is

attained by all the team members, the tea - will sooner or

later meet defeat.

Initiative is also very important and the more

members of a team who possess this characteristic, the

better that team will be because, in every game, new

situations arise and t he team that can overcome the ob-

stacles first is the more likely to have success.

Determination on the part of all teammates to

complete passes, to shoot accurately and along with the

determination to win in a snort smanlike way, must always

be evident in the players.

ierseverance is very essential in order to obtain

the objective.

If a team has the foregoing qualities and is pro-

perly matched, it should be the victor.
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The author, therefore, concludes that the strength

tests advocated by Dr. Rogers are essential in a well

planned tournament and only through this method can in-

structors be sure that the participants are fairly and

evenly matched.

And, finally, in the author's judgment, social

qualities are necessary to have a winning team. This study

showed that the team having the most social qualities vie s

the winner. The remaining teams lost because they lacked

one or more of the qualities mentioned.
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The following books and magazines with annotations
were read by the author before writing this study:

Besser, H. Perseverance Funk & V/af nails Co,
New York 1916

A study of v/hat perseverance is and v/hat it will do .

Descriptions given of people who possess perseverance
The latter part of the book is devoted to exercises
for anyone desiring to develop perseverance or to
increase what they already have.

Bovard, John F. Tests & Measurements in Physical
Education Philadelphia
W. B. oaunders 1930

The history of strength and cordiac functional tests
is traced and descriptions of the outstanding tests
are given. Strength tests are being revived for the
purpose of determining general athletic ability and
for the purpose of classifying pupils.

Brace, D. K. Measuring Motor Ability
Barnes & Co. New York 1927

There is an absence of any standardized tests of
fundamental motor ability which individuals must use
in learning and performing physical activities.
Present tests show high correlation between motor
ability tests and scores on athletic events. The use
of the test s is to determine an accomplishment quo-
tient in physical education; to classify pupils;
to diagnose special performance disabilities, and to
aid in other experimental studies.

Rogers, F. R. Tests & Measurement Programs in the
Redirection of Physical Education.
Columbia university Hew York 1927

There is need for equalization. There is no joy
for the losers and but little pleasure for the winners
when teams are unevenly matched. There is always a
danger of harm to the weaker players in an unequal
struggle. Courage and perseverance cannot be taught
so effectively when players suffer overwhelming defeat
or enjoy easy victory.
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Rogers, F. R. Physical Capacity Tests in the
Administration of Physical Education.
Columbia University New York 1925

A study made to determine: (1) An accurate and at the
same time a rapid and easily administ ered measure of
general athletic ability. (2) That pupils should "be

classified in physical education according to indi-
vidual needs, Br. Rogers is convinced that general
athletic ability coulr" be rapidly and accurately
determined by properly choosing and scoring a few
tests of muscular strength.

Sargent, D. A. Physical Education
Ginn & Co. Boston 1906

The regulation and management of athletics is in
both college and secondary schools described. School
sports should be taken out of politics and treated as
an essential part of a complete system of physical
training

.

Williams, Jesse, F. The Principles of Physical Education
W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia 1927
Pages 439-462

In common with other fields of education, progress
in Physical Education is depenc ent upon a growth of
objective evidence, having objective knowledge
enables us to present specific situations to the
child and predict with some certainty what responses
or outcomes will result . There must be definite
standards for classifying and grading students for
purposes of instruction and for measuring their
achievement in acquiring information, mastering
skills, and forming desirable attitudes and active
habits

.
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MAGAZINES

Barley, V/. C. Mental & Motor Ability—American Journal
of Psychology Vol. 8, oages 191-205
1901

In this study Bagley says that those who are the
brighter pupils and those who have the quicker rea-
tion times, as a rule, are deficient in motor ability,
while those who are best developed physically, those
who are the strongest, and those who have developed
motor ability and control to the greatest extent,
are generally deficient in mental ability.

Baldwin, B. T. Methods of Selecting Superior or
Gifted Children. National Society for
the Study of Education. Yearbook
Public School Publishing Co., 111.
Part I, Chapter 2 1923

The intelligence a-e of children above the average
age in height is higher than the mental age of the
average children. As a general rule, good mental
development accompanies good physical growth during
childhood. This study brings out many points that
Crampton, EeBunk, and Durham have written about but
goes into further detail.

Borrow, W. H. General Athletic Ability Test
American Physical Education Review
29: 506-510" November 1924

A test so traded as to apply to the best athlete as
well as to the poorest. The test covers: (1) Physical
condition and posture, (2) Gym work and apparatus,
(3) Swimming, track and field events, (4) Minor
sports and major sports. Boys 16 or over must pass
requirements of sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 before being
allowed to elect their athletics or to play on any
organized team.

Beall, H. G. "The Lloyd Adams Witness Shield" --

a graded physical efficiency test for
Indian boys. American Physical Educa-
tion Review 26: 318-321 October 1921

The object of the tests was to build up general
vitality and resisting powers of the peopHe of Indian

—

tests began with boys in the schools. These tests
combined and developed greater spirit; the good ath-
letes coached the poor ones because they found that :t
was the weaker ones who must be trained and encouraged
if the school was to succeed as a whole.





Bean, C. H. Job-Analysing Athletes Journal of
Applied Psychology 11: 369-80
October 19 27

The factors on which athletic success depends should no
longer he a matter of assumption, hut should he deter-
mined on a scientific basis. The study was made with
112 students of Louisiana State University.

Bean, R. B. The Eruption of Teeth as a Physiological
Standard for Testing Development.
Pedogogical Seminary 21: 96-615 1914

R. 3. Bean claims that there is no single factor to
measure the relative development of the individual,
but that there is one factor that is worth more than
any other--and that is the development of teeth.

Bobhitt, F. Objectives of Physical Education
American Physical Education Review
26: 229-233 May 1921

Physical Education is more likely to lead to success
if educators have before them the objectives tov/ard
which they are working. Physical Education is con-
sidered with education of the body, and is responsible

for health and efficiency, and this is a point in
favor of testing because when using tests we have an
objective and are able to see where we are going,

Bovard, J. P. The Place of Research in Physical Edu-
cation National Education Association
26: 577-79 October 1927

There is a lack of agreement among physical educators
in such fundamental questions as: "Whether formal
gymnastics organized programs are better than informal
recreational game programs." We must find those
willing to experiment, to obtain a true picture of the
situation, to keep careful records anc to eliminate
all factors but one to be tested and to draw careful
conclusions

.

Brace, D. K. Testing Basketball Technique
American Physical Education Review
29: 159-165 April 1924

This describes six tests to measure basketball tech-
nique. Each test is described in detail, equipment
to be used, and methods for scoring. It is rather an
elaborate set-up that involves much time.





Burk, F. Growth of Children in Height & Weight
American Journal of Psychology
11: 254-326 December 1898

A report written from the viewpoint of the psycholo-
gist for the purpose of enabling others in the field
dealing with children to have a better and more com-
plete understanding by the use of height and weight.

Carmon, A. Pain and Strength Measurements
American Journal of Psychology
5: 392-398 1839

This is a report of various measurements taken of
boys and girls as to pain and strength. Results
are as follows: Sensitiveness to pain decreases as
age increases; the left temple is more sensitive than
the right; sensitiveness to pain decreases in order
of birth. This r eport brings out the use of the
dynamomet er

.

Chamberlain, A. F. Some Recent Anthropmetric Studies
Pedogogical Seminary 7: 237-257 1901

There is a distinct relationship in children between
physical condition and intellectual capacity. Classes
should be graded (physical education) on a physical
instead of an intellectual basis.

Cornell, W. S. Mentally Defective Children
Psychological Clinic 10: 75-86 1908

The author cites many cases illustrating the general
characteristics of backward and feeble-minded child-
ren. They serve particularly to emphasize the actual
presence in the schools of a group, who, not only
derive no benefit from the regular school work but
who also subtract from the efficiency of teachers and
the instruction of the normal children.

Courtis, S. A. measurement of the Relation Between
Physical and Mental Growth* American
Physical Education Review. 22: 464-81
1917

This man believes that those who have charge of our
physical education programs in the schools should
follow growth curves based on physical measurements,
two or three times a year and when trouble begins to
make itself manifest by breaks in the curves, special
remedial exercises should be given. If we measure
them, we can give the child a chance and by so doing
improve his mental state.





Compton, C. W. Anatomical or Physiological Age:
versus Chronological Age. Pedagogical
Seminary 15: 230-237 1908

Dr. Compton suggests that physiological are should he
taken as a basis for all records, investigation and
pedogogical, an social or other treatment of children.
Any chronological age group will co ntain some developed
far beyond the average and the others retarded con-
siderably less than the average.

Comoton, C. W. Scholarship American Physical
Education Review 13: 273 May 1908

Scholarship does not bear any marked primary relation
to weight, height, strength, etc., though they are all
affected in the same direction of pubescence. The
only real relation of scholarship is a probably negative
relation to weight, and probably positive relation to
height, and a possible positive relation to strength.
Compton differs from Stewart on this point. Stewart
claims that there is a positive relation in height and
weight

.

Compton, C. W. Physiological Age--A fundamental
principle. American Physical Education
Review 13: 141-154 March 1908

It is impossible to predict from the mere fact of ages
whether a person from 12 to 17 years is Immature

,

maturing, mature, etc. All designations of sexual
characteristics based on age alone are incomplete and
i isleading. Age values to weight have been erroneously
used. Individuals differ from each other in weight
according to maturity; therefore, it is not the age
but the fact of pubescence or non-pubescence.

Compton, C. W. The Influence of Physiological Age
upon Scholarship Psychological
Clinic 8: 115-120 1907

This piece of work is similar to one that I have already
reported on. Compton has three physiological groups,
corresponding to three successive stages of development,
(l) Pre-pubescence, (2) pubescent, (3) post-pubescent.
The general conclusion is that earlier pubescence favors
good scholarship, later pubescence poorer scholarship.





DeBunk, D. W. Height, Weight, and Vital Capacity
and. Retardation. Pedagogical Seminary
20: 89-91 Larch 1913

The retarded groups were found to be both lighter and
shorter than the accelerated or normal. They show a
vital capacity under the average. This study is in
agreement with that of Lowell and Woodrow.

Dunham, F. L. • Somatic Development a Criterion of
Mental fieasuurement • -Pedagogical
Seminary 22: 303-325 Sept^ 1915

Dr. Dunham finds that the tall, heavy boys with good
lung capacity are older physiologically and farther
along in their stages toward mental maturity, as shown
by school progress, than the short, light boys.

Ehler, G. W. The Place of Gymnastics and Athletics
American Physical Dducation Review
21 • 135-14 3' March 1916

Ehler expresses his point of view on gymnastics and
athletics and their place in the program. He claims
that gymnastics that included apparatus work have no
social value beyond that involved in individualistic
contests. He is strongly in favor of athletics
because it gives us all we need in physical develop-
ment and a chance for character forming instincts.

Field, L. F. The Reasurement of Height, American
Physical Education Review 21: 80-84
February 1915

The vitality of any individual depends upon t he size
of his vital organs, heart, lungs, stomach, liver,
kidneys, and intestines. Those with long trunks and
short legs have the most vitality.

Foster, W. L. Physiological Age as a Basis for the
Classification of Pupils Entering
nigh School. Psychological Clinic
10: 83-88 1910

] oster believes as Compton does in using physiological
age in working with childr n. It is more agreeable
for boys of the same development to associate with one
another. By an experiment in New York City it was
shown that the efficiency of the students was increased
by a physiological classificat ion.
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Garver, H. Are Basketball Tournaments Harmful?
Hygeia 23: 121-323 March 1927

Teams play from 6 to 12 games in two weeks. If
properly handled, tournaments are not so destructive
to health as many believe. School officials and
physicians are getting together in an effort to find
out the real facts.

Gates, A. Z. The Educational Significance of Physical
Status and of Physiological, Mental,
Emotional and Social Maturity

•

Journal of Educational Psychology
15: 327-348 1924

Because children do not mature at a uniform rate in
each and every trait, it is essential to combine
several physical measurements. Through measurements
we are able to attain physical growth, reguli ting
diet, exercise, etc., for correcting defects and
other uses. By so placing children in many groups
we would tend to have them prof it --reducing clownish-
ness, broaden friendship, and enrich experience.

Getchell, R. Q. The Value of Football
American Physical Education Review
22: 138-141 March 1917

Getchell stresses the need of cooperation in life and
shows how the game of football will help train one to
coooerate. Football demands cooperation, the sub-
ordination of the individual interest to the welfare
of the larger group. Cooperation implies a plan by
which details must be worked out under order and
regulation.

Goll, Reinhold W # A. A study in correlation between
intelligence quotients and athletic
ability scores. Mind and Body
29: 211-218 October 1922

There was practically no correlation at all between
intelligence quotients and athletic ability under the
scoring plan used in this investigation of a Phila-
delphia school. Of the 15 under-age pupils, 11
scores were above the median in both I.Q. and athletic
ability scores.





Holllagsworth, L. S« Do Intellectually Gifted Children
Grow toward Mediocrity in Stature?
Pedogogical Seminary 37:38:
345-348 September 1930

Intellectually gifted children run constantly about
5% taller, as a group, than do unselected children.
They consistently maintain their tallness as they go
toward maturity. In this study at the age of 15 years
no trend in the direction of mediocrity has appeared.

Johnson, F. W. Moral and Social Values of Physical
Education in the Secondary Schools.
American rhysical Education Review
21: 477-487 October 1915

He believes strongly in intra-mural activities.
This gives a chance formore boys to compete and for
better spirit. One should stress more the playing
of the game and not the winning of it . Written from
the viewpoint of a principal who has coached as well
as observed. He agrees with Dr. Rogers' idea in
stressing more the playing of the game.

King, Irving Physiological Age and School Training
Psychological Clinic 14: 222-230 1914

King thinks we should determine as accurately as
possible the Incidence of physiological maturity in
each pupil with special reference to proficiency in
school tasks, and to progress through the grades.
He finds in his study that the younger group of each
physiological age do better work than the older group
and that progress in physiological age is related to
school efficiency.

Leonard, F. E. Relation of Motor Ability to Health
American Physical Education Review
21: 513-533 November 1915

Leonard views the human body, ascetic, and biologic.
One hour of physical training is not enough; there
should be more work on the playground and athletic

field. Physical training gives freedom for self-express

j

self-control, through which comes social and moral
training.

Lowell, F. Some data on Anato. ical Age and its
V.'oodrow, H. Relation to Height Pedogogical Seminary

20: 1-5 March ]922

Lov/ell and Woodrow claim that in the case of height we
cannot tell whether a child has completed a large pro-
portion of his final development because we do not know
what bis final development will be. The authors found
the correlation between intelligence and either carpal
development or the number of permanent teeth, while
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without exception definitely positive, was found to
be very low. The correlation obtained from these
varied from .12 to .23. This report differs from the
one , iven by R. B. Bean. Bean claims that the
development of teeth is the best single factor to
measure

•

LcCardy, J. H. Physical Efficiency Standards American
Physical Education Review 28: 109-12
March 19 23

Report to national amateur athletic foundations,
recommends a set of standards for boys in the following
events: 100-yard dash, running broad jump, running
high jump, box vault.

May, H. First Steps toward a Scale for Measuring
.Hortshorne, H. Attitudes. Journal of Educational

Psychology 17: 145-162 March 1926

This shows an attempt to standardize units for
measuring attitudes and was done by taking resistances
to dishonesty. Tried to get down to basic dynamic
factors underlying attitudes. Doubtful If the scales
proposed can ever be as universal as the intelligence
scales

.

Naismith, J. Dr. Basketball American Physical Education
Review 19: 339-351 May 1914

Basketball demands and develops in the player the high-
st type of physical and athletic development. Every

player has about the same kind of work, reach and jump;
an individual can make a fair showing without a long
period of practice. The game is individualistic and
at the same time it encourages . cooperation. It develops
the reflexer coordination. Cooperation, initiative,
self-control, perseverance, concentration, activity,
adaptability, to conditions. It is a means of educa-
tion.

Naismith, James Is Basketball Injurious?
Athletic Journal' 17: 18-19
October 1927

Injurious effects may follow basketball if the game is
abused; these come from errors of administration.
Analysis of basketball shows that the "relaxed" time
exceeds the "activity" time.





Uash, J. B. Recreation Department City of Oakland
California Physical Efficiency
22: 293-301 May 1917

A report on the track season of Oakland, demon-
strating the use of tests and the popularity of
the season. In 1915, 630 hoys competed and in
1916, when the tests were used, 2160 boys com-
peted. The idea of the test was to provide for
all boys aid not for just a few, as in 1915. A
very good example of what can be done with a good
testing program.

Osborne, S. L. The Grading of Gym Classes
American Physical Education Review
21: 85-89 February 1915

Osborne put into effect the use of physiological
grading as advocated by Compton and found that it
was pes sible to grade work for the classes far more
effectively than by the old methods of chronological
grading

.

Physical Efficiency Tests as a Practice
Method of Popularizing Physical Educa-
tion at University of California
22: 551-554 December 1917

Men on entering school are given tests in three group
aimed to cover all that is needed to make a man
physically efficient. After testing, the men are
assigned to classes to overcome their weakest points.
Later they are retested and so on until they have
built themselves up to as near to the perfect mark
as possible in the time given.

Reilly, F. J. A Study in Handicapping
American Physical Education Review
26: 74-78 February 1921

The secret of sustained interest in athletic com-
petition lies in satisfactory handicap pin- . Reilly
claims that classification should be based on age,
grade, height, arid weight.

Rogers, F. R. Discovering Athletes
Athletic Journal 17: 34-42 Apr.il 1927

The athletic index is used to discover athletes. It
shows their general athletic ability, their endurance
and their mental capacity to direct and conserve
these forces. It not only finds the best material
but it stimulates every boy to achieve the limit of
his natural capacities.





Rotch, T. M. Koentgen-P. ay Methods Applied to the Grading
of Early Life American Physical Edu-
cation Review 15: 396-405 June 1910

The number of years a child has been born is a most
unsound rule of placing him with others of the same
age either in his studies or in his physical exercises.
Rotch states that there is an age in years, a phy-
siological age, an anatomic age and a functional
cerebral age.

Sargent, D. A. The Physical Test of a Man
American Physical Education Review
26: 188-194 April 1921

There is thought to be a correlation between the
height and weight and a man's physical efficiency.
Working on this basis, Sargent 'describes his tests
and the formula to be used.

Sargent, D. A. The Physical Characteristics of the
Athlete Scribners 2: 541-61
-ovember 1887

This is one of the early articles givin statistics
and graphs to show physical development from ath-
letics. The most marked changes caused by exercise
are shown in the weight, girth of chest, hips, thighs,
and arms, in breadth of shoulders and in the in-
creased strength of all parts of the body. While
the girth of the neck, waist and calves, the depth
of chest and abdomen, the breadth of neck, waist and
hips seem to respond more slowly.

Storey, T. A. Some Daily Variations in the Height,
Weight, and Strength American Physical
Education Review 6: 295-297 Dec. 1901

By tests it was found that a slight loss in height
took place during the cay and was gained back during
the night. In weight it was found that different
individuals react differently to the same kind of v/ork
and the amount is in proportion to the severity of the
work done. There is considerable variation each day
in the ability to make efforts of strength.





Stewert, S. P. A Study of the Physical Growth and
School Standing of Boys. Journal of
Educational Psychology 7: 415-426
September 1916

Stewert arrives at the conclusion that heavy or tall
boys of early development rani' better than heavy or

tall boys of late development. Light boys of late
development rank better than light boys of early
development

.

Tilton, J. P. Volume i-ieasurements as an Aid to the
Study of Body Build Pedogogical
Seminary 37:38: 536-540 ^ec. 1930

Height and weight norms overlook in part body build.
Two individuals of some height and weight differ much
in the proportion of their bodies. There should be
some refinement of height, and weight .tables or some
quantitative expression easy to use and accurate in
administering . Tilton measured by volume also arm,
trunk, chest, head and neck volumes.

Way, Abner, P. Tests in Physical Education
Atkinson, R. K. New York World Book 1: 298-318 1924

A study in athletic abilities of boys and girls of
high school age. Tests used were rope elimb, base-
ball throw for accuracy, standing hop, step and
jump, potato race and 50-yard dash. In the tests,
girls showed no marked progressive ability in their
activities. It showed the need for further study
of girls' athletics.

Wilson, Earle, E. Testing the Athletic Ability of Ele-
mentary School Boys. American Physical
education Review 22: 284-94 May' 1917

Boys of the same age and weight differ greatly in
ability to perform the simplest athletic feats.
Every school should give a test of athletic ability
at least once a year. Records should be kept of
each event and these records be used to develop
school spirit and cooperation between the boys and
the principal.
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